
SDOK CPT Team Training Session 5
Pulse 02DA Rifle Drills

Session Outline:

For the session, You need to have a laptop and line out into a large screen or power 
point.  Use the Pulse Rifle Drills Manual PDF file.  There are numerous pictures 
demonstrating teaching points and much of the text references the pictures, so using a 
power point or lining into a larger screen so that the whole team can see the 
illustrations is necessary.

Required topics to review include:
Chapter                              Page

1.  Definition Of Sides                     11
2.  Proper Wearing of Equipment          15
3.  Chamber/Magazine Check               23
4.  Proper Stance and Grip               39
5.  Ready Positions                         48
6.  Presentations                         55
7.  Contact Drills                         67
8.  Magazine Indexing                    80
9.  Loading                              85
10.  Unloading                         121
11.  Tactical Reload                         141
12.  Speed Reload                         151
13.  Immediate Action                    160
14.  Remedial action                    174
15.  Empty Gun Reload                    188



16.  MAKE SURE to go through the BRIEFING at the end of the chapters as it is 
an invaluable set of information and its information is included on the test.

Test for Session 5, Pulse Rifle Drills

1.  What is the one area of your body around your belt you DO NOT want to 
position a sidearm or magazine pouch?

_______________________ _______________

1.  What direction should the rounds in your magazine be pointing (indexed) when 
storing a magazine in a pouch or on your belt? 
_______________________________________

2.  “On Target”= ______________,    “Off Target” = _____________

1.  What are the three questions you must ask yourself after the first initial part of 
a fight (initial shooting)?

____________________________________________________?
____________________________________________________?
____________________________________________________?

1.  After you have eliminated a threat, where must your trigger finger go?  
_______________________________________________

1.  When scanning your surroundings and implementing “combat breathing”, how 
many counts in and out should your breaths be? _________________________

1.  No bang = ______________? ; Still no bang=_______________?



1.  In the color code concept what does each of the colors indicate?

White:_________________________________________________________________
____________________________________
Yellow:________________________________________________________________
______________________________________
Orange:________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________
Red:__________________________________________________________________
______________________________________
Black:_________________________________________________________________
______________________________________


